




�� Create, Read, Update, and Delete AIP table rowsCreate, Read, Update, and Delete AIP table rows

�� Return additional metadata from tables Return additional metadata from tables 

and configurationand configuration

�� Use testUse test--driven development to let thesedriven development to let these�� Use testUse test--driven development to let thesedriven development to let these

methods methods evolve evolve without model classeswithout model classes



�� Client requests page templates for Client requests page templates for 

a workflowa workflow

�� Client receives form views with Client receives form views with 

datadata--bound controlsbound controls

�� Search requests populate existing Search requests populate existing 

data and listsdata and lists

�� Simple validation rules are enforced Simple validation rules are enforced �� Simple validation rules are enforced Simple validation rules are enforced 

on the client on the client 

�� Other rules trigger additional Other rules trigger additional 

server requests server requests 

�� Navigation is driven by standard Navigation is driven by standard 

client interface rulesclient interface rules

�� The client maintains current The client maintains current 

state information state information 

�� Coded units test can replace Coded units test can replace 

and mimic client data entryand mimic client data entry



�� Controller receives both full page and local event requests via WCFController receives both full page and local event requests via WCF

�� Form template information exists as view layout metadata linked to form event methods Form template information exists as view layout metadata linked to form event methods 

�� Generic template control types and coordinates are sent in an ADO.NET table Generic template control types and coordinates are sent in an ADO.NET table 

�� Requested data stream fields are provided for template controls in ADO.NET tablesRequested data stream fields are provided for template controls in ADO.NET tables

�� A WPF platform adapter renders ADO.NET form layout and data stream field values as XAMLA WPF platform adapter renders ADO.NET form layout and data stream field values as XAML�� A WPF platform adapter renders ADO.NET form layout and data stream field values as XAMLA WPF platform adapter renders ADO.NET form layout and data stream field values as XAML

�� Data manipulation, validation and navigation rule requests trigger server methodsData manipulation, validation and navigation rule requests trigger server methods

�� Controller returns new rendering or rule responsesController returns new rendering or rule responses

�� TestTest--driven development can ensure general data contract and layout component resultsdriven development can ensure general data contract and layout component results

�� Event rules can also be unit tested through code.Event rules can also be unit tested through code.









1) Create a preliminary catalog of control coordinates by form

2) Add field mapping information with domains for lists and combo boxes

3) Code read-only SQL data request methods in the model data layer using TDD

4) Create a dynamic rendering engine to convert view data into functional screens

5) Add event handling delegates for data manipulation, validation and navigation

6) Once data can be queried, work on submitting updates to that data

7) Code validation and update methods in the model data layer using TDD

8) Add exception display processing to the controller and rendering engine
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9) Code add new and delete record methods in the model data layer using TDD

10) Write boundary test cases to ensure exception handling works

11) Convert SQL methods to optimized stored procedures and run the test suite

12) Work on additions to the catalog and refinements to the data and presentation 

components iteratively until the SmallTalk AIP application can be replaced.
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� Multiple Document Interface host application

� Some form of editor for new template mappings

� Optimized search filtering with type-ahead and paging

� Support for multiple platforms including:

� Command-line interface
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